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The law “has become a conscious reaction upon itself of organized society knowingly seeking to determine its own destines.”¹ Law intrudes upon new technology to regulate its operation and determine its allowable societal impact. This note focuses primarily upon the legal effect of Satellite Digital Audio Radio (SDAR), a novel technology, upon existing wireless networks and other signal receiving devices licensed by the Federal Communications Commission. Additionally, the note seeks to find theories upon which legal actions may lie to remedy the situation caused by SDAR licensees’ electrical interference with wireless services providers.²

I. THE PROBLEM PRESENTED

In 1997 an auction for two SDAR licenses occurred.³ Out of six bidders, two were successful in obtaining a license.⁴ One belongs to Sirius Satellite Radio, Inc. and the other to XM Radio, Inc., both of who have constructed operational centers and satellite arrays.⁵ The successful bidders expended $83 million to obtain the Sirius license and $89 million for the XM Radio license.⁶ Although both companies have FCC licenses, only Sirius Radio owns patents on the type of satellite configuration and certain reception enhancing devices utilized in SDAR broadcast.⁷

Once the licenses were obtained, the FCC, in May of 1997, issued its rule-making order establishing the regulations governing SDAR.⁸ In the order the FCC pointed to a number of compelling reasons for the operation of SDAR.⁹ Among the foremost was the ability of the technology to reach portions of the

¹. Oliver Wendell Holmes, Privilege, Malice, and Intent, 8 Harv. L. Rev. 1, 9 (1894).
². See FCC Miscellaneous Wireless Communications Services, 47 C.F.R. § 27.58 (2001). Currently the FCC considers a compensation scheme similar to the wireless licensees’ payment to Instruction Fixed Television Service (IFTS) and Multipoint Distribution Service (MDS) licensees for interference. The Wireless Communications Services (WCS) Coalition proposes a ‘sunset’ provision allowing SDAR licensees to operate high powered repeaters for five years with the consent of all interfered with WCS licensees. Both are regulatory relief initiatives.
⁶. Id.
⁸. See Rules and Polices for SDAR, supra note 4, at 5754.
⁹. See Rules and Polices for SDAR, supra note 4, at 5759-60.

(135)
United States currently receiving little or no radio broadcasts.\textsuperscript{10} The variety of broadcast proposed by the two licensees would fill the need of certain niche programming, better accommodating minority interests.\textsuperscript{11}

Equally important was the capability of SDAR to broadcast continuously across the entire continental United States.\textsuperscript{12} An individual driving an automobile from New York to Los Angeles could listen to the same station without interruption or interference.\textsuperscript{13} Lastly the ability of instantaneous communication throughout the country through this system appealed to the FCC whose governing statute permits the President of the United States in time of war to appropriate radio broadcasts for national defensive purposes.\textsuperscript{14}

The anywhere, anytime listening convenience of SDAR has one considerable drawback—interference. The terrestrial repeaters employed by SDAR in the major metropolitan areas cause interference with other wireless services. Most notably wireless cellular services such as cellular telephones may be subject to blanket interference.\textsuperscript{15} Such interference results when the receiver is near a high powered transmitter. The transmitter overloads the components of the receiver preventing reception of the desired signal.

The FCC in response to these concerns issued a Special Temporary Authority Order to both SDAR licensees to coordinate with the affected services and shut down any repeater causing interference immediately.\textsuperscript{16} Shortly after, the Commission filed a public notice to solicit commentary on proposed rules for the operation of terrestrial repeaters.\textsuperscript{17} The outcome of this rule making will affect the future of SDAR in those areas where repeaters are necessary.

A legal issue arises as to the liability faced by SDAR operators interfering with other licensed entities. An exploration of what, if any, causes of action may be had against SDAR licensees consumes the rest of the article. As a starting point, a brief explanation of the technologies involved in the problem follows.

\textsuperscript{10} See Rules and Policies for SDARS, supra note 4, at 5760. There are 772, 102 persons (0.3% of U.S. population) not covered by any FM stations, 2.4 million (1.0% of the U.S. population) are covered by one or more FM stations, and 22 million persons (8.9% of the U.S. population) are covered by five or fewer FM stations. \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{11} See Sirius Satellite Radio, Inc. 10-K annual report 2000. Also, the majority of SDAR channels will be completely commercial free and include broadcasts from CNN, MTV, BBC World Radio, and numerous others. \textit{Id.} Weather Channel updates will also be played on a number of the stations. \textit{Id.} The quality of the sound will be digital or CD quality far superior to terrestrial radio. \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{12} See Rules and Policies for SDAR, supra note 4, at 5760-61.

\textsuperscript{13} See Sirius Satellite Radio, Inc. 10-K annual report 2000. The licensees’ major target consumers are the driving public. Both licensees have contracts with major corporations including General Motors, BMW, Mercedes-Benz, Kenwood Audio, and Sony. \textit{Id.} The two licensees agreed and developed a receiver so both company’s programming can be broadcast to the same device. \textit{Id.}


II. SDAR TECHNOLOGY, TERRESTRIAL RADIO, AND WIRELESS DEVICES

A. SDAR

Satellite Digital Audio Radio Service is “a radio communication service involving the digital transmission of audio programming by one or more space stations directly to fixed, mobile, or portable stations, which may utilize complementary repeating terrestrial transmitters, telemetry, tracking and control facilities.” The satellite used in operation of SDAR is a geostationary satellite. A geosynchronous satellite is one who’s circular and direct orbit lies in the plane of the Earth’s equator and which remains fixed relative to the Earth. More simply, a studio on Earth creates the program and transmits the audio to the space station or satellite, which relays the program to a station or receiver like the radio in your car.

SDAR operates on the S-Band frequency at 2310 to 2360 Megahertz (MHz). SDAR is divided into two segments each of 25 MHz. Within these 25 MHz, 12.5 MHz may be used as a channel to produce, through spatial diversity, 33 channels of CD quality sound. The two segments can produce 132 channels at present, but with advances in the technology each 12.5 MHz segment could produce 100 channels each or a total of 400 channels between the two 25 MHz segments.

Unlike FM and AM radio, the FCC does not license the individual channels within the 12.5 MHz frequencies. The FCC only licenses each of the 25 MHz segments. These 25 MHz segments represent a traditional channel or frequency classification made by the FCC, and the Commission permits only the two licensees to operate at the S-Band frequency. In contrast, the FCC allows FM and AM stations to operate upon the same channel or frequency at differing powers and times. The reason for diversity in licensing between SDAR and traditional FM and AM radio is a result of technological differences.

19. Id.
22. Rules and Policies for SDAR, supra note 4, at 5776.
25. See FCC Broadcast Totals for Fiscal Year 2001. Upon these channels 4,727 AM stations operate, 6,051 commercial FM stations, and 2,234 FM educational stations. Id.
26. See DOUGLAS H. GINSBURGH, REGULATION OF BROADCASTING: LAW AND POLICY TOWARDS RADIO, TELEVISION, AND CABLE COMMUNICATIONS 14-18 (1979). All radio transmissions operate on the electromagnetic spectrum, which comprises the entire range of frequencies or wavelengths of electro-magnetic radiation. Id. The spectrum begins with long wavelengths or low frequencies and ends with short wavelengths or high frequencies. Id. Radio waves are present at both ends of the spectrum. Id. Each of these electro-
SDAR, being a satellite signal, requires a line of sight in the same way that FM radio does. The benefit of satellites is their ability to relay a signal almost anywhere in the country. A problem does arise in large cities like New York or Boston where tall buildings may significantly block the signal, which affects reception. As a result, SDAR utilizes terrestrial repeaters to relay the signal around these buildings. Terrestrial repeaters are basically antenna arrays that receive the signal from the satellite and redirect it toward the receiver.

B. Terrestrial Radio

Conventional FM radio or frequency modulation operates at 88 MHz to 108 MHz. AM or amplitude modulation radio operates at 535 KHz to 1605 KHz. Divided into several channels over specific frequencies, FM and AM radio stations obtain licenses for a block of frequency within terrestrial radio’s operational spectrums. FM radio constitutes 100 channels each of 200 KHz, while AM radio comprises 107 channels divided at intervals of 540 KHz.

Both types of terrestrial radio operate by producing signals from an earth based antenna. This antenna relays the signal either to other antenna arrays or directly to a receiver. The signal is not digital. Rather an audio wave impressed upon electrical waves produce the sound you listen to from your home or automobile radio. Digital terrestrial radio is possible, but as of yet has failed to become implemented.

C. Wireless Services (WCS)

Wireless services are radio communications providing fixed, mobile, radiolocation or satellite communication services to individuals and businesses within their assigned spectrum block and geographical area. WCS permit subscribers to send and receive data and video messages through a wireless phone connection. Personal assistants like Palm Pilots and Handspring Visors equipped with wireless internet capability, allowing one to send and receive e-mails, pictures, and other data without the necessity of jacking into a phone line, are classified as wireless devices.

WCS operates between 2305—2320 MHz and 2345—2360 MHz. The FCC delineated 128 markets into which the preceding blocks of spectrum are divided into four blocks labeled A through D. Two licenses are granted per block. Each block is subdivided into Major Economic Areas and Regional...
Economic Area Groupings. Within blocks A and B are 52 Major Economic Areas, while blocks C and D house twelve Regional Economic Area Groupings.

III. THE 1934 COMMUNICATIONS ACT IN THE SDAR CONTEXT

A. History

The events leading to Congress’ adoption of the 1934 Communications Act help explain the need for the Act and what purpose it served. Radio in the American context has been subject to regulation since 1910. The first uses of radio were as a communicative device for the military and a safety measure in ships. In the early years of commercial radio broadcasting Congress empowered the Secretary of Commerce and Labor to issue licenses to any individual wanting to broadcast. The Radio Act of 1912 provided the statutory basis for the Secretary’s authority. Yet, with the rapid growth of radio and the limited amount of frequencies available, many licensees interfered with each other’s frequencies. The Secretary sought to remedy this situation, but found he lacked the authority to regulate radio in this manner. By the 1920’s radio became a vibrant commercial mechanism. The 1927 Radio Act created the basis for the present regulatory scheme under the Federal Radio Commission. The object of this commission was to bring order to the chaos of rampant interference.

The 1927 Act empowered the Commission to classify stations, prescribe the nature of service to be rendered, assign frequencies to stations or classes of stations, and determine the power used and time allocated to each station for operation. Also, the 1927 Act instructed the Commission to catalog the location of stations, regulate the apparatus used in the production of radio signals, establish regulations to prevent signal interference, and delineate zones within the nation for stations to serve. Most importantly, the FRC required

---

34. Id.
35. Id.
licensees to sign a waiver of any propriety rights or claims upon the particular frequency assigned to the station.

The 1934 Communications Act consolidated the regulation of radio with that of telephone and telegraph services. The FRC transformed in the FCC to cover the new grant of authority by Congress. The objectives for the regulation of radio remained the same as the 1927 Act. The FCC issues licenses for particular frequencies for the operation of radio. In 1934 licenses were granted for a period of only one year. By 1980 Congress extended the license period to three years, and in 1996 through the Telecommunications Act increased the term of license to eight years. The FCC has the sole authority to grant, revoke, and reissue licenses for radio operation.

B. Scope of the Act

The 1934 Communications Act applies to all interstate and foreign communication and transmission of energy by wire or radio, “which originates or is received within the United States, . . .and to the licensing and regulating of all radio stations.” The breadth of the Act coincides with the vast regulatory authority of the FCC. The Supreme Court held the language, history, or purposes of the Act does not limit the authority of the FCC to those activities and forms of communication that are specifically described by the Act’s other provisions. Regulation of these forms of communication is the exclusive arena of the FCC.

C. Licenses Issuance and Meaning

Section 301 of the 1934 Communications Act describes the purpose of the Act as to maintain control over the radio channels of the United States by the issuance of licenses by the FCC. A license is defined in the Act as a grant of authority to operate on a channel for a limited period of time on the

---

45. See White v. Johnson, 282 U.S. 367 (1931). The provision of the 1927 Act was challenged on constitutional grounds. A district court proffered a list of questions to the United States Supreme Court, and the Court refused to answer those questions, including whether the waiver required by the Act violated the Fifth Amendment. Id. See also American Bond and Mortgage Co. v. United States, 52 F.2d 318 (7th Cir. 1931) cert. denied 285 U.S. 385 (1932) (exact same constitutional challenge).


47. See 47 U.S.C. § 303 (1994) (enumerating FCC powers). The most important powers of the FCC are the allocation of frequencies, the power to grant, renew and revoke licenses, create regulations for the operation of radio transmissions, and discover new types of radio technology. See id.


understanding that “no such license shall be construed to create any right, beyond the terms, conditions, and periods of the license.”[^55] The FCC asserts a license to maintain radio transmission is not an owned asset or a vested property right, but rather a valuable privilege subject to very definite conditions and limitations.[^56]

Licenses to transmit over a specified frequency or channel are issued in accordance with a determination of the public convenience, interest, or necessity served by the license grant.[^57] The FCC at the time of grant may allocate the specific frequency, hours of operation, and power of station operation in a manner providing fair, equitable, and efficient distribution of radio service to the several states and their communities.[^58] Additionally the initial length of the license is prescribed at eight years with the provision for renewal for a period of up to eight years.[^59] The Act also authorizes the FCC to classify stations according to whatever criteria the Commission believes furthers the aims of the Act. The FCC may, in creating classes of stations, limit the period of the license to shorter then the minimum length prescribed by the Commission for that class.[^60]

Licenses are obtained through a process of competitive bidding.[^61] The provisions regarding the SDAR bidding procedure are noted in the Code of Federal Regulations.[^62] The process of obtaining a license for a new station begins with seeking a construction permit.[^63] After obtaining a permit, the station must conform to strict technical guidelines and complete construction within a specified period of time.[^64] Failure in either of these requirements results in non-issuance of a license. If the station conforms to the permit, then an application for a license may be made.

Initially a prospective licensee must possess several qualifications. The most important are that the applicant be a citizen of the United States or be a corporation with less than 25 per cent foreign ownership, have sufficient funds to build and operate the station for at least three months without earning any revenue, be able to acquire or employ individuals with the technical knowledge to operate the station, and be honest and open in dealing with the Commission as well as possess good character.[^65] The FCC retains the authority to waive any of these conditions if it determines such a waiver is in the public interest,

[^63]: Id.
[^64]: Id. Among these is the power or wattage the station will operate on.
convenience, or necessity. The FCC, determining all the requirements are met, issues a license to the station.

E. The Doctrine of Preemption

The doctrine of preemption stems from the Constitutional provision making federal law supreme over state law. Federal law preemption of state law occurs in two distinct manners. The first is when state laws “interfere with, or are contrary to the laws of [C]ongress, made in pursuance of the constitution.” In this instance the state law is invalid. The second occurs when federal law so thoroughly addresses a particular field of legislative capacity that a reasonable inference may be drawn that “Congress left no room for the states to supplement it.”

The 1934 Communications Act’s broad grant of authority often preempts similar state law. Federal common law may preempt a private right to sue if the language of the Act does not. Courts have found no private rights of action created by the Act. The FCC holds exclusive jurisdiction over enforcement of the Act.

Although the Act establishes no private rights of action it does preserve those causes of action existing at the time of the statute’s enactment. Section 414 is a savings clause that expressly preserves causes of action for breaches of duties that do not exist under Communications Act. The plain language of sections 414 and 207 demonstrates that Congress “did not intend to divest federal and state courts of their concurrent jurisdiction over causes of action that existed independently of Title 47.”

On the basis of section 414, courts uphold the ability of individuals to bring suits based on tort law claims. Courts have not found the clause to provide a
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66. Id.
67. The description of obtaining a license above is greatly simplified. For a better general explanation, see DON PEMBER, MASS MEDIA LAW 586 (2001).
68. U.S. CONST. art. VI, cl. 2.
69. Gibbons v. Ogden, 22 U.S. 1, 73 (1824).
72. Most of the following cases cited deal with common carriers under the Communications Act. Important to note SDAR operators are not considered common carriers under the Act. The examples, though, provide appropriate analogies. See In the Matter of American Mobile Radio Corp., 13 F.C.C.R. 8829 (1997).
73. See Ivy Broad. Co. v. Am. Tel. & Tel. Co., 391 F.2d 486 (2d Cir. 1968) (ruling negligence and breach of contract claims against AT&T preempted by federal law).
76. See 47 U.S.C. § 414 (1995). “Nothing in this Act [47 USC §§ 151 et seq.] contained shall in any way abridge or alter the remedies now existing at common law or by statute, but the provisions of this Act [47 USC §§ 151 et seq.] are in addition to such remedies.” Id.
basis to bring common law nuisance claims for electronic interference. Nor have courts found some state law claims saved by the section. The question of whether the 1934 Communications Act completely preempts state common law tort actions against SDAR licenses has not been addressed. The Supreme Court interpreting a similar saving clause virtually identical to section 414 found a state common law tort action against an airline not preempted despite the extensive regulation by the Federal Aviation Administration in the industry. In the words of the Supreme Court a “common-law right, even absent a saving clause, is not to be abrogated ‘unless it be found that the preexisting right is so repugnant to the statute that survival of such right would in effect deprive the subsequent statute of its efficacy; in other words render its provisions nugatory’.”

Apparently the venue for “saved” claims is a federal district court and not a state tribunal. The federal district courts have concurrent jurisdiction with the FCC to afford remedies to those who are damaged by unjust, unreasonable or otherwise unlawful practices within the telecommunications industry under 47 U.S.C. §§ 201, 205, 206, and 207. Only if the FCC “is better equipped ‘by specialization, by insight gained through experience, and by more flexible procedure’ to determine the lawfulness of the challenged practice, should this Court refer the matter to the FCC.” At least one court concluded unfair and deceptive trade practices do not require specialized knowledge of the telecommunications industry and are within the competence of the courts.


Judicial treatment of whether an FCC licensee may sue another to remedy economic harm caused by electrical interference is sparse. The institution of judicial action resolving such a dispute appears a strong possibility. The savings clause of the 1934 Communications Act preserves certain private rights of action. The next section explores legal theories preserved through the savings clause and their suitability to the SDAR electrical interference situation.

D. Electronic Interference

The Act discusses electrical interference between stations in a number of places, but specifically addresses two types of interference: (1) between government stations and commercial stations and (2) willful and malicious inference. In the instance of interference between commercial and governmental stations, the Act provides the solution that the commercial stations will not transmit during the first fifteen minutes of every hour. The government station may transmit radio communications in response to a vessel’s distress signal and request for information reading a vessel’s own location.

The second instance refers to the prohibition of willful or malicious interference with radio communications. The section has been interpreted as placing the burden on the FCC to prove such interference. Inclusion of such a prohibition reflects the purpose of the Act to regulate wireless communications to avoid the chaos of interference that faced the Federal Radio Commission before the passage of the 1934 Act.

The above sections of the Act support a conclusion that the remedy for electrical interference caused by one licensee to another is regulatory. The view is supported by the Commission’s rule requiring wireless service providers to compensate other licensees for interference caused by wireless

---


90. The section is not intended as an exhaustive list of causes of action—many more may exist. The following is simply a few possible theories under the law of torts where a plaintiff could purpose to remedy the harm caused by SDAR interference. Additionally, these tort actions could be brought by class action of private individuals or possibly the companies affected.

signal production.\footnote{FCC Miscellaneous Wireless Communications Services, 47 C.F.R. § 27.58 (2001) (financial liability of WCS to interfered MDS ITFS licensees).} In the same vein the FCC seeks to make a similar compensation method for SDAR operators who interfere with wireless licensees. The next section deals with the possibility of other remedies beside regulatory action.

IV. TORT THEORIES OF LIABILITY

The purpose of tort law is to remedy those physical and economic injuries caused by another. Within traditional tort law concepts resides the idea of a remedy for intentional interference with either contract or prospective contractual relations. Under the rubric of interference with contractual relations are the two normative torts of intentional interference with contractual relations and interference with a party’s own contract. Intentional interference with economic interests, along with the prima facia tort, provides causes of action to cure financial harms and possibly a remedy to the SDAR situation.\footnote{The following discussion focuses on actions against private parties, since no action against the FCC under a tort theory will lie. The Federal Tort Claims Act, 28 U.S.C. §§ 1346(b), 2671 et seq. (1994), prohibits a tort action of interference with contractual relations against the United States. The same act retains immunity for all governmental conduct involving discretionary functions or duties. This discretionary immunity protects the federal government from suit brought for the implementation or failure to implement administrative regulations. Neither may a suit hold liable the government for execution of a statute. The FCC embodies the administration of the 1934 Communications Act and subsequent statutory enactments. See 28 U.S.C. § 2680(a), (h). See also 28 U.S.C. § 2680(c), (d).} A. Intentional Interference with Contractual Relations

Intentional interference with contractual relations has a long history in the realm of tort law.\footnote{Tortious acts resulting in economic damage, as a basis for liability, has existed since Roman law. See William Prosser, Law of Torts, 1st ed., 975-80 (1941) [hereinafter Prosser, LAW OF TORTS].} The seminal case defining the modern conception of the tort occurred in 1853 in England’s Queen’s Bench Division where the court held malicious enticement to breach a contract actionable in tort.\footnote{Lumley v. Gye, 118 Eng. Rep. 749 (1859). See also Restatement (Second) of Torts § 766, cmt. b (1979).} Although, some time passed before the tort gained acceptance in the United States, in 1923 at least the New York courts recognized a cause of action for such malevolent conduct resulting in injury.\footnote{Campbell v. Gates, 141 N.E. 914 (N.Y. 1923). Raymond v. Yarrington, 73 S.W. 800 (Tex. 1903). See S.C. Posner Co. v. Jackson, 119 N.E. 573 (N.Y. 1918).}

Central to the early life of the tort was the existence of a definite contract or an interest in property or right in rem good against the world.\footnote{Prosser, LAW OF TORTS, supra note 98, at 980.} The requirement of a contract was not strict.\footnote{Prosser, LAW OF TORTS, supra note 98, at 980.} Any contract, although
unenforceable at law, would suffice to establish the legal duty the breaching party was under.\textsuperscript{104}

Today an intention to cause interference with an existing contractual relationship must be coupled with a determination that the means employed were improper or made improper by the surrounding circumstances.\textsuperscript{105} The Restatement subjects the interfering party to liability if and only if the means or purpose of the interference was improper.\textsuperscript{106} Whether interference is improper depends on a number of considerations.\textsuperscript{107} The Restatement suggests a number of factors to consider in deciding the interference improper.\textsuperscript{108}

Essential to the tort is intentional interference causing a genuine particular harmful result.\textsuperscript{109} Proof of the defendant’s actual knowledge of the injured party’s affected interests is required.\textsuperscript{110} Additionally, the defendant must have caused the nonperformance of the contract.\textsuperscript{111} Whether intermeddling causing incidental interference rises to the level of tortious conduct is doubtful.\textsuperscript{112} Though, cases explicating this tort refused to remedy negligent interference causing purely economic harm.\textsuperscript{113}

\textsuperscript{104} Id. See also Jackson v. Stanfield, 36 N.E. 345 (Ind. 1894) (no requirement of contract enforceable under statute of frauds); Salter v. Howard, 43 Ga. 601 (1871) (formal defects in contract do not prevent recovery); Rich v. N.Y. Centr. & H.R.R. Co., 87 N.Y. 362 (1882) (contract lacking consideration still basis for tort action); Moran v. Dunphy, 59 N.E. 125 (Mass. 1901) (Holmes, J.) (contract lacking in mutuality actionable in tort); Aalfo Co. v. Kinney, 144 A. 715 (N.J. 1929) (uncertainty of terms no bar for tort action on interference with contract).

\textsuperscript{105} There exists, however, authority for allowing recovery when the defendant pursues his own ends cognizant his conduct will bring about the nonperformance of the plaintiff’s contract, but lacks any intent or primary desire to interfere. See Stevens v. Siegel, 239 N.Y.S.2d 827 (N.Y. 1963); Bentley v. Teton, 153 N.E.2d 495 (Ill. App. 1958); Gregory v. Dealer’s Equip. Co., 300 S.W. 563 (Tenn. 1958); Lancaster v. Hamburger, 71 N.E. 289 (Ohio 1904).

\textsuperscript{106} See PROSSER, LAW OF TORTS, supra note 98, at 980.

\textsuperscript{107} Additionally, inducement to breach contract is accomplished by a variety of means, but may not be required to recover if interference is unjustified and results in harm. See International Union United Auto, Aircraft, and Agricultural Implement Workers of America v. Russell, 356 U.S. 634 (1958) (inducement to breach by defendant’s threats); Sumwalt Ice & Coal Co. v. Knickerbocker Ice Co., 80 A. 48 (Md. 1911) (inducement by economic threats where refusal to deal unless contract broken); Lichter v. Fulcher, 125 S.W.2d 501 (Tenn. App. 1938) (persuasion inducing breach).

\textsuperscript{108} The nature of the defendant’s conduct, the defendant’s motive, the interests of the party interfered with, the advancement of the interests of the defendant, the social interests in protecting the freedom of action of the defendant and the contractual interests of the plaintiff, the proximity of the defendant’s conduct to the interference, and the relations between the parties. See RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 767 (1979).


\textsuperscript{110} Satisfying the knowledge requirement in older cases occurred when the defendant possessed at least enough factual information for a reasonable man to know of the existence of the plaintiff’s interests. See Twitchell v. Nelson, 148 N.W. 451 (Minn. 1914); Twitchell v. Glennwood-Inglewood Co., 155 N.W. 621 (Minn. 1915).

\textsuperscript{111} RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 766 (1979).

\textsuperscript{112} But officious meddling for the purpose to interfere with a contract is actionable in tort. See Sidney Blumenthal & Co. v. United States, 30 F.2d 247 (2d Cir. 1929).

\textsuperscript{113} RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 766C (1979). See also McNary v. Chamberlain, 34 Conn. 384 (1867) (deliberate damage to highway plaintiff under contract to repair); Cue v. Breland, 29 So. 850 (Miss. 1901); Note, Negligent Interference with Contract, 63 Va. L. Rev. 813 (1977).
Three standards exist to assess this particular tort. The first is the malice standard applied in the early existence of the tort. Soon this evaluation lost prominence because of its stringent requirement of actual malice. A new standard developed assigning liability for any intentional interference resulting in ascertained harm. Here the defendant bore the burden of arguing justification for the interference, while the plaintiff proved the existence of interference and damages. Ambiguous as to the definition of justified inference, this standard gave rise to the Restatement formulation. The Restatement defines the tort as when one intentionally and improperly interferes with the performance of a contract between another and a third person by inducing or otherwise causing the third person not to perform the contract.

The hurdle arises when the defendant was privileged in his interference. The defendant possessing a valid justification for intentional interference will be absolved of his conduct and no action in tort will lie. A disinterested motive laudable in character justifies interference by the defendant. The measure of privilege is reasonable and proper means. The determination of whether the defendant’s conduct meets this standard follows a similar evaluation as the use of reasonable force in defense of one’s property.

1. The tort applied to the SDAR situation

Under this tort wireless providers, like AT&T Wireless, bring suit against either one or both of the SDAR operators. First, the providers must prove interference. The interference with a contract occurs when the blanket technological interference causes the wireless subscribers to withhold

---


118. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 766, 767 cmts. b, k (1979).


120. Yet, interference may be determined improper under the circumstances when defendant knew his conduct interferes with plaintiff’s contract, despite peaceable persuasive means. See Smith v. Ford Motor Co., 221 S.E.2d 282 (N.C. 1976).


123. See PROSSER, LAW OF TORTS, supra note 98, at 996-1001.

124. The defendant must be shown to be the cause of both the interference and the loss. See Lingard v. Kiraly, 110 So.2d 715 (Fla. App. 1959); Wahl v. Strous, 25 A.2d 820 (Pa. 1942).
contractually mandated monthly payments for cellular service. These subscribers fail to pay the contract price per month for the use of the service because the technological interference renders cellular phones inoperable. In a sense the SDAR operator have induced a breach of the contract by their conduct.

The wireless providers must then establish the interference is improper by its means or purpose. Applying the Restatement factors leads to the following results: (1) the conduct of SDAR operators is the use of repeaters rendering cellular devices ineffective; (2) the motive of the operators is to provide digital audio service to its subscribers through a satellite network, and by such service profit; (3) the interests of the wireless providers are to operate and sell a cellular phone network for profit, while the interests of SDAR operators is to earn profit from delivery of CD quality sound to personal receivers while increasing the number of subscribers; (4) the social interests in protecting the wireless service providers is the ability of private and business individuals to place and receive calls in various locations, and allow more people at a low cost to use a phone, while SDAR permits continuous commercial free broadcast supplying minority segments of the population radio programming and the opportunity for radio service to reach the entire country; and (5) the proximity of SDAR operators to the interference is direct. They cause the technological situation that induces the nonperformance of the wireless customer’s contract. Finally, the parties are licensees operating services on particular frequencies and under specific regulations promulgated by the FCC.

Improper motives must be fused with SDAR operators’ knowledge of the wireless providers’ interests. Lengthy objections filed with the FCC to the alteration of SDAR licenses in conjunction with comments upon the grant of special authority to operate the repeaters furnish SDAR operators with an awareness of wireless providers’ interests. The awareness should constitute explicit knowledge of the interests possessed by wireless providers.

The intention to interfere is shown by SDAR operators continued use of repeaters causing electrical interference to wireless providers. The repeaters cause blanket interference rendering the wireless providers’ unable to perform their contracted cellular telephone service. Under the Special Temporary Authority Order, wireless providers must notify SDAR operators of interference. If notice was given, and SDAR repeater operation continued, then intention to interfere would clearly be established.

Showing knowledge, intention, improper means, and nonperformance of the contract, wireless providers’ need only address the possibility of SDAR operators asserting a bona fide defense. SDAR operators could argue their
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125. Here we speak of both the interference caused to the wireless installations as well as consumer equipment. XM radio seeks a rule limiting liability to only installations. See Comments of XM Radio IB Docket No. 95-91 (filed Dec. 14, 2001).

126. Inducement by the defendant’s intentional act or even reasonable foreseeable risk of inducing breach of contract is clearly within the limits of proximate cause. Tubular Rivet & Stud Co. v. Exeter Boot & Shoe Co., 159 F. 824 (1st Cir. 1908); Heath v. American Book Co., 97 F. 533 (C.C.D. W. Va. 1899).

127. The act of interference by SDAR operators may result from a mixed motive. After adoption of the FCC rule-making tolerable interference may be permitted. The action of the operators would then be privileged or justified, yet the technological interference could remain. In this case the motive of the SDAR operators...
action was justified because they acted in good faith to further a legally protected interest. This bona fide defense vilifies the wireless providers’ action. But the defense should fail under scrutiny because the determination of improper means creates an actionable liability.

Concluding SDAR operations caused an improper interference, the plaintiff must elect to either pursue her cause in equity or at law. Equitable injunctive relief results in an order preventing SDAR operators from using the interfering repeaters. Proceeding at law forces the plaintiff to prove actual damages or a basis for restitution to sustain the action. Damages on the contract would be limited, if the loss were substantial as it would be here, to those contemplated by the parties at the formation of the contract. A court at law could also impose tort damages, limited to those damages proximately caused by SDAR interference, upon the SDAR operators. The court may assess intentional tortious damages including unforeseen expenses and punitive damages. Punitive damages are assessed by analogy to intentional harm to an individual or property.

Under the restitution remedy the wireless providers present the amount of lost under each cellular contract incurred by the interference. The wireless providers may encounter a problem in proving the reason for loss on each contract. Some explanation of each customer’s reason for nonpayment is needed. There must exist probable evidence that corroborates the amount of contractual damages sought with the actual or most likely number of customers who discontinued payment to have recovery under this tort theory.

B. Interference with the Execution of the Party’s own Contract

A separate, but related tort is interference with the execution of the party’s own contract. The tort relates to the situation where the interference prevents one of the parties to the contract from performance because the execution is made more expensive or burdensome. Here a cause of action sounds for a plaintiff who could perform, has not forfeited performance, but faces an economic hardship in completing the contract. The cost of performance must
be made greater than at the time of contract’s execution because of intentional improper interference.

As with the tort of intentional interference with a contract, improper intention, purpose, and means must be established. Following the same analysis as utilized with interference with contractual relations, when SDAR operators continue to operate repeaters in contravention of the FCC Special Temporary Order, they possess an improper intention to interfere with the performance of wireless contracts. The purpose of continued repeater operation is to provide service to SDAR subscribers, while harming wireless providers. The means SDAR operators use are improper because they are contrary to a FCC order.

Finally, as stated above, the wireless providers’ performance under their contracts with their customers becomes substantially burdensome. SDAR operators cause technological interference with wireless providers rendering the cellular devices inoperable. The wireless providers contracted to provide cellular service to these cellular devices. SDAR repeaters force the wireless providers to either alter their operational frequency or make their wireless devices able to operate despite the repeater interference. Alteration of frequency could prove economically quite costly especially if existing cellular devices could not receive the new signal. If the cellular devices could work on a different frequency, without the need for major changes in the originating station’s signal, then the change would only cost the FCC application fees. Yet, with the limited available space of usable spectrum, an alteration of frequency would trigger examination of international agreements and the possible need to reallocate other noncommercial devices relating to research. While such a drastic change in the spectrum structure may be impossible, no doubt the process would raise considerable cost to wireless providers waiting for frequency reallocation to occur.

The second option, contracting with cellular phone makers to construct shielded devices, involves considerable expense to wireless providers. First, the providers need to negotiate new contracts with cellular device manufactures, impliedly causing them to either breach exclusive dealership agreements with the same companies or accept and pay for useless devices. The manufactures may choose to give their business to another. The result is a tremendously high performance cost to the wireless providers causing substantially burdensome performance of the original contracts.

Finding improper intention, purpose, and means the SDAR operators should be susceptible to an action under interference with the execution of the party’s own contract tort theory. The operators again would be responsible for damages. Once more the wireless providers would choose whether to proceed at law or in equity.
B. Interference with Prospective Economic Advantage

Turning from contractual tort claims, the focus shifts to a tort sounding for interference with prospective economic advantage. The expectancies protected by this tort are future contracts obtainable based on a fair estimate of the success and likelihood of consummating a contractual relationship. An example of such expectancy is the opportunity to obtain new customers. The crux of the tort is the principle of bona fide competition for prospective advantage. If the competition is fair there exists a privilege for the action, but if the competition is deemed unfair no privilege exists and tort liability attaches.

The foundational case in this area of tort comes from England where the court extended liability for intentional interference with a contract to potentially advantageous future contractual relations. The tort continues to be grounded in intent, and no case at present has held liable a defendant who intended incidental interference through proper means. Nor does an action sound for acquiring a business rival’s prospective customers. This is the privilege of competition, which is so respected by the common law as the design of free enterprise.

Whether competition is privileged depends on the motivation to compete. If the motive is bona fide then the competition is protected. Ulterior malicious desires, such as opening up a rival barbershop to drive the other shop out of business, cause abandonment of the privilege. The measure of damages results from the compilation of business experience and estimation of the likely worth of additional customers obtained had no interference occurred.

The Restatement places the burden of proof upon the plaintiff to establish interference. Interference consists of inducing or otherwise causing a third person not to enter into or continue the prospective relation, as well as, preventing the other from acquiring or continuing the prospective relation

138. See Restatement (Second) of Torts § 768 (1979).
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144. See Restatement (Second) of Torts § 768 (1979).
through improper intentional conduct.\textsuperscript{147} Most jurisdictions follow this rule, but a minority place the persuasive and productive burden upon the defendant.\textsuperscript{148}

Applying this tort theory to SDAR operators yields the following result. SDAR operators intentionally interfere with the prospective contractual relations of the wireless providers by using repeaters that completely render the cellular devices inoperable. People, desiring cellular service, will choose another cellular provider having devices that work despite the repeaters. The affected provider suffers the loss of these would-be customers. Not only are SDAR operators liable for those who choose another provider, but also for those existing customers who decide not to renew their contract.

Once improper intentional conduct is found the elasticity of the tort provides the wireless provider with a more than adequate remedy. Showing wrongful conduct, SDAR operators become liable for a tremendous amount of loss. Notice the difficulty in succeeding under the tort if the FCC rules governing repeaters authorize tolerable interference. In that situation SDAR operators may raise the bona fide defense of honestly and in good faith complying with these rules.

SDAR is not competing with cellular service. SDAR provides radio, while wireless providers offer the means to communicate via cellular telephone. If a court could define competition in regards to spectrum allotment, then a grievance with the FCC would lie. The court would be powerless other then to send the litigants to the FCC only to have them return on an appeal from an unfavorable decision to scrutinize the license denial or change of frequency.

Proof of damages under this theory may be a hard task for wireless providers. To establish subscribers failed to renew their contract as a result of the interference takes evidence. The sufficiency of simply asserting subscribers failed to renew on the sole basis of the SDAR interference is questionable. A determination of customer loss due to reasonable competition from other wireless providers would mitigate the loss. To prove a non-renewing customer’s reason for doing so would require a solicitation and receipt from each subscriber as to the reason for leaving the provider. The proof of profits lost from prospective customers may be easier, given that an ascertainable amount of new subscribers could be calculated. The projection is subject to dispute on the grounds of accuracy, and experts may battle over the appropriate amount of loss—leaving a jury to believe the more persuasive one.

C. The Prima Facia Tort

An examination of the applicability of the prima facia tort to the SDAR situation concludes the survey of tort causes of action.\textsuperscript{149} The constitutive elements of the tort vary in different jurisdictions. There are two leading formulations. The first is an intentional lawful act by the defendant done with
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the purpose to cause injury resulting in harm to the plaintiff performed without justification.\textsuperscript{150} The other is an infliction of intentional harm causing damage to the plaintiff by an act or series of acts which otherwise would be lawful lacking excuse or justification.\textsuperscript{151} In both formulations the tort will not lie if another normative tort satisfies the evidence presented.\textsuperscript{152} Yet, a litigant may plead the prima facie tort in the alternative to other conventional torts.\textsuperscript{153}

The formulation of the tort arose through the opinion of Justice Holmes in \textit{Aikens v. Wisconsin}\textsuperscript{154} where Holmes articulated, “the infliction of temporal damage is a cause of action, which as a matter of substantive law, whatever may be the form of the pleading, requires a justification if the defendant is to escape.”\textsuperscript{155} Holmes relied on the English precedent of \textit{Mogul Steamship Co. v. McGregor, Gow & Co}\textsuperscript{156} where Lord Bowen pronounced where one “intentionally [does] that which is calculated in the ordinary course of events to do damage, and which does, in fact, damage another in that other’s property or trade, is actionable if done without just cause or excuse.”\textsuperscript{157} Formulation of the tort is pivotal to the cause of action.\textsuperscript{158} Much criticism berates the tort as an attempt to state the entirety of tort law in a simple phrase.\textsuperscript{159} Despite arguments over the validity of the theory, courts and scholars approvingly hold the tort as a legitimate cause of action.\textsuperscript{160}

The crucial element of the prima facie tort is the defendant’s motivation to injure the plaintiff by his act.\textsuperscript{161} Remedy on this theory rests on proving the
defendant’s sole desire was harm to the plaintiff. If conflicting or additional motives exist the action fails. Of equal importance is whether the act of the defendant is lawful. An unlawful act of the defendant nullifies the prima facie tort.

This tort theory covers the situation where the FCC codifies rules governing terrestrial repeaters and interference continues to result. An exploration of the motivation of SDAR operators must first be undertaken. SDAR operates repeaters in compliance with FCC regulations. Their motivation is first to conduct a service providing satellite radio to their subscribers. Yet, SDAR operators are aware of the interference caused to the wireless providers. Repeaters continue to operate and SDAR providers make no effort to mitigate the technological interference. The motivation for operation of repeaters on a corporate level is to provide service, and without the repeaters a considerable amount of customers would not obtain service. SDAR operators, therefore, use their repeaters implicitly to injure the wireless providers. Without the repeaters wireless providers could conduct business as usual, but SDAR operators would not be able to broadcast their service to large urban centers without repeaters. Therefore SDAR operators utilize repeaters to intentionally interfere with wireless device operation with the motivation to harm the wireless providers by rendering their devices inoperable.

With SDAR operators’ motivation, intent, and harm established, a discussion of justification follows. Justification or excuse posits an absolute defense to a prima facie tort action. SDAR operators’ lawful action is neither a justification nor excuse. Action for the public interest is a justification for the intentional harmful act. The amorphous public interest standard is the same paradigm used in determining the grant of an FCC license. If the FCC granted a license for the operation of SDAR, then its continued functioning must be in compliance with the public interest. Yet, the harm caused to wireless providers, whom also have an FCC license declaring their service in the public
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interest, is substantial. The benefits of SDAR are outweighed by the economics involved in the injury to the wireless providers in urban areas.

The concept of justification relies heavily upon issues of policy, which one prominent jurist believed within the sole discretion of the legislature. In ascertaining whether an action constitutes a privilege or is justified a weighing of legal and policy considerations results. Here SDAR operators may justify their actions on the basis of pursuing a legitimate business interest for economic gain. Lord Bowen found the conspiracy of merchants to offer unprofitable rates in addition to rebating shippers for the purpose of preventing new competition justified. The determination of justification resides in a court with proper jurisdiction weighing the societal benefits of SDAR with those of wireless providers. Taking into account the specific nature of action along with the surrounding factual considerations a court could reason SDAR actions are not justified.

V. CONCLUSION

Looking at the problem from a global perspective the FCC faces a situation similar to the early days of radio where the elimination of interference is paramount to serving the public interest. The FCC must be apprised of the possible private consequences of its actions upon SDAR licensees. Diversity in mass media benefits the entire populace in providing them with programming and viewpoints representative of their desires, yet the price paid for this diversity in the case of SDAR repeaters is tremendous.

Whether a regulatory remedy will adequately address the amount of revenue lost by wireless providers is questionable. The cost of utilizing SDAR technology is the use of wireless services free from interference. The two licensees must be able to co-exist within the electronic spectrum so the populous benefits from both technologies. The locus for a resolution of SDAR interference may not be within the confines of FCC regulations, but within the exercise of private litigation to vindicate the rights of wireless services providers.

The regulation of the electromagnetic spectrum remains the chief duty of the FCC. These private suits enable the wireless service licensees to protect their economic rights while avoiding recourse solely to a regulatory body. For the rights at common law of an individual or corporation should never be completely subsumed within a federal statute or code. Perhaps the proposed tort theories are not the proper focus of litigation for the SDAR situation, but some common law remedy must be appropriate to allow the exercise and protection of those economic rights inherent in corporate and private activity.

Daniel Erskine*
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* On November 21, 2001 a draft copy of this article was submitted to the FCC in response to a Public Notice IB Docket No. 95-91 soliciting comments to the proposed rule-making concerning Satellite Digital Audio Radio Service use of repeaters.
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